
With due respect to Professor Arkoun, my 
presentation is not so much about "rup
tures" as it is about slow, progressive corro
sion. My solutions are not so much to avoid 
the dangers of the present "ideologically 
charged" reality of the Muslim world, but 
more to suggest the vision of a destination 
that may take us forward to a genuine Isla
mic culture. 

Let me begin with a personal position on 
culture and architecture: 

It is usually stated that architecture is the 
concrete expression of a culture, thereby im
plying, however innocently, that culture 
somehow existed before as a cause and 
architecture emerged as its logical effect At 
the risk of showing bias towards the powers 
of architecture, allow me to submit that in a 
vital civilisation the situation is quite the 
contrary. Architecture is made to make cul
ture possible. A house is made to assert 
existence, and its form is a declaration of a 
view of life. Tools are created, not merely 
used. And form is given, not merely ex
ecuted. In this sense architecture becomes 
the stage as well as the choreographer of 
culture. Only when culture has deteriorated 
into conventions and habits does architec
ture become a formulated response to estab
lished stimuli with minor variations feigning 
originality. 

When architecture is culture, earth becomes 
a garden and water, a bounded pool; empti
ness becomes an inspired space and matter, 
the eloquent form. It is then that the shapes 
merge together as patterns and calligraphy 
becomes sacred. Wood is crafted into a seat 
for the Book, and stone into a mausoleum 
that defies mortality. Man seeks to trans
cend Time and for posterity he makes ob
jects and records ideas that outlive him. 
Among these gifts to the future, architecture 
is indeed precious. But, when culture is con
fused and civilisation has faded, these gifts 
are mere antiquities, of interest only to the 
dedicated historian. 

Today we face the question of whether Mus
lim cultures do exist and whether they can 
be considered expressive of an Islamic civili
sation. We face the perennial question of 
Islamicity of architecture. One asks; what 
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kind of a person should be the architect of 
our future's heritage? And what is it that we 
can do towards his or her education? 

It is unfortunate that we cannot begin 
answering these questions on a happy note, 
because the Muslim mind is in a state of 
amnesia and, in some sense, a cultural 
schizophrenia. However, any search for 
light has to begin with knowledge of dark
ness, and any plan for healing presupposes 
an honest assessment of pathology of the 
illness. 

Firstly, we notice that the universal Islamic 
paradigm is absent from the collective affairs 
of the Muslim people. They show a mono
theistic world view, and are perpetually talk
ing of an umma. The fact remains that Islam 
is not an operative idea in their overall art of 
living. Far from being an umma (a common
wealth of people under one God) they are 
split into more than forty nation-states, that 
artificially territorialise their histories of 
Islam, fabricate national cultures and pro
ject heritage as it suits their myopic 
objectives. 1 

In the environmental field, there have been 
some individual efforts to postulate a God
man-nature matrix and to extract an 
environmental ethic that could lead to a 
value base for Muslim architects, but these 
remain mostly the wishful thinking of 
ineffectual intellectuals. The contemporary 
Muslim epistemology, to coin a phrase, is 
indistinguishable from those of the secular 
systems of thought Occasional attempts are 
made tei Islamise knowledge but, with a few 
exceptions, it is an exercise of gold-plating 
what is fundamentally not of gold. 2 

Secondly, the Muslim psyche is acculturated 
to the extent that it shows a variety of social 
neuroses from grandiosity to cynical self
hate. The metropolises of the Muslim world 
today are psychiatric records of a people in a 
painful search for identity and a language of 
expression. From crude literal historicism to 
"Islamically" decorated international style, 
the Muslim city is an architectural mas
querade. This transvestite architecture is the 
sickening cohort of a transvestite culture. 3 

Thirdly, we find that Islamic intellectualism, 

though seemingly energised, is quite ane
mic While educated Muslims abound, they 
represent neither a frame nor a movement 
of thought within which we may understand 
the contemporary reality and formulate a 
vision of the future. Instead, our Muslim 
intellectual comes in many clothes and vis
ages: a socialist struggling for Islamic legiti
macy, a political ideologue swinging a sword 
against perceived conspirators, a technocrat 
promising new horizons, and pamphleteer 
of official Islamisation programmes. In addi
tion, there is the utopian, whose delusions 
and paranoia perpetually feed on one 
another. In this tragi-comedy of neo-Islamic 
theatre, the architect, by choice or by de
fault, plays a visible role. 

For Muslims of our epoch, neither ideology 
nor clear ethical philosophy have guided ex
pression in the arts and literature. The vital
ism of Iqbal and his views on the purposeful 
art failed to touch the Muslim intellectual 
and artist. 4 Our architecture has remained 
separated from ideas and our art devoid of 
purpose. Muslim intellectualism dwells in an 
unreal world, and it is ridden with contra
dictions and prone to excessive looking back 
or fantastic day-dreaming. 

Fourthly, Muslims have adopted without 
much questioning the religion of science and 
technology in their pursuit of development. 
Of course, not being able to discard Islam 
from their socio-genetic make-up, they have 
tried to graft their new belief upon the old 
Feeling miserably behind, they are obsessed 
with catching-up. Given this emotional dis
position, Muslims find preferential aid pro
grammes and magically transferable tech
nology extremely attractive. What is espe
cially sad is that while the intellectual vitality 
of the West made it possible for an Aldous 
Huxley or a George Orwell, a Jules Verne 
or an H. G. Wells to paint evocatively 
opposing pictures oftheir future, the Mus
lim world produced only apologists, who 
kept convincing themselves that the Qur'an 
and science - and, implicitly, modern tech
nology - are "miraculously compatible". It 
is this simplistic logic that set the stage for 
unquestioning declarations of faith in the 
technological future 
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Among Muslims, there has not been a J ac
ques Ellul or a Herbert Marcuse who could 
warn them about the sweet enchantments of 
the machine. There has not been a Lewis 
Mumford or a Marshall McLuhan who 
could provide the historical matrix or stir the 
imagination about the limits of the possible. 
Among Muslims one does not even find 
technological optimists such as Buckminster 
Fuller or futurologists like Herman Kahn or 
Gerard O'Neil. One is amazed to note that, 
while the ecological movement was peaking 
in the West, the Muslim world was madly on 
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its way to create its own environmental 
problems, with the excuse that those were 
inevitable by-products of advancement. Iron
ically, in the international call for appro
priate technology, many Muslim technocrats 
saw a sinister plot to keep their countries 
perpetually underdeveloped. 

The hunger for technology and its tools is 
insatiable and no serious attempt has been 
made by Muslims themselves to develop cri
tical tools for assessment of its impact. 
There has been a passionate voice of a Has
san Fathy, but its reach was limited by the 

insensitivities of his time. There have also 
been sporadic groups and workshops that 
raised the flags of indigenousness, self
reliance, soft technology, mud buildings and 
an architecture rooted in the medieval 
cosmological framework of earth, water, air 
and fire. 5 These are isolated glimmers in the 
otherwise spreading greyness of Ellul's 
Technological Society. Sitting very close to 
the well-intentioned people, however, are 
the chauvinists of tradition and ethnicity. 
Between the tables and charts of the tech
nophile and the rhetoric of the demagogue 
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of tradition, a sincere voice calling for har
mony among man and nature, technique 
and beauty, economics and ethics, and form 
and meaning, is drowned out and lost. Mus
lims are the loyal eunuchs in the technolo
gical harem, present, but banished from any 
creative engagement. 

And, finally, the education, especially that 
of professionals, is primarily looked upon as 
manpower development and tied into the 
national statistics of economic planning. 
Some architectural institutions in the Mus
lim world have courses in Islam and its cul
tures but their content does not go beyond 
cursory theology and laundered history. His
tory of Islamic art and architecture are 
usually survey courses devoid of critical dis
course. 

Much more serious, however, is the attitude 
that, like technology, education is also a 
purchasable, transferable, and a value
independent commodity. Repeatedly, we 
are told, that knowledge itself is not bad, it 
is the purpose for which it is used that makes 
it beneficial or harmful. Few are willing even 
to consider that perhaps the most significant 
values are hidden in what is defined as 
knowledge and the way it is etablished and 
imparted. The Muslim architects educated 
abroad, especially during the 1950s and 
1960s, were taught the supremacy oftech
nological system in building process and 
wonders of modern materials such as steel 
and plate glass. And we all see the type of 
architecture that resulted from that educa
tion. Muslims are still engaged in making 
poor copies of originals from the cultures 
where they were educated. They are at their 
worst when they slip into mindless ecclecti
cism justified by lame symbolic excuses. A 
round high-rise building, because the circle 
represents unity and thus tawhid, and five 
columns because there are five pillars of 
Islamic religious practice. 6 Heaven, have 
mercy and save us from such architecture! 
When the pursuit of novelty and modernity 
is served by eager technology and literal 
symbolism is justified by religious express
ionism, cup cake-domed mosques,7 closely 
packed polyhedral university campuses,8 
and a book-shaped institute for Qur'anic 
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studies9 are not surprising. 

Proposing historical casualities for our pre
sent predicaments does not help, nor does 
the relentless punching of our favourite 
bogey-man, the West. It is also futile to look 
for some deep philosophical inevitability in 
our situation. Muslims will have consciously 
to accept and purposefully to act to remove 
these conflicts and dysfunctions; otherwise, 
they will not recover from the superficiality 
of their culture and architecture. 

The culture of Muslims will have to be 
understood as going beyond language. It 
must comprise ethnicity and customs, as the 
social expression of a people who have a 
convenant with a universal God, who seek 
to work within His Scheme, and whose crea
tive arts are offerings to the Supreme 
Creator. Muslims must be cognizant of the 
rights of man on man, of man on nature as 
well as of nature on man and who are com
mitted to justice, harmony and balance 
among these. 10 In short, they are simul
taneously 'ibad-ar-Rahman (servants' of the 
Beneficient) and khulafafi'l-ard (the vice
gerents of God on earth). 

It is my firm conviction that any serious 
revitalisation of Islamic culture that breaks 
out of the helpless acceptance of the present 
reality, will begin via a re-education, to the 
extent of re-formation of the Muslim intel
lectual. It is an issue of philosophy and dyna
mics of change. I would submit that a 
methodology and the results it produces can
not have contradictory value bases. Thus, no 
Islamic intellectual movement can begin, 
much less achieve its goals, unless it is 
rooted in a genuine Qur'anic view of exist
ence and an internally consistent Islamic 
epistemology. 

Muslims will have to first accept that neither 
science nor technology, not even art, is free 
of some attendant value. They will have to 
break the habit of purchasing solutions and 
then hunting for problems. They will have to 
stop reducing problems to their current 
levels of ignorance. And, they will have to 
resist the pervasive seduction oftechnology. 
Instead, they will have to formulate care
fully an environmental and technological 
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ethic and develop evaluative skills to make 
intelligent choices. 

Turning to the issues of form, let me submit 
that if we define form as stable, unchanging 
structural relationships among entities, then 
Islam is quite formal in the domain of reli
gious performances and social transactions. 
But beyond such socio-religious formalism, 
one can invoke almost complete freedom in 
sensory form. There is one Qur'an, with one 
internal content and structure, but it has 
been recorded in calligraphy and recited in 
many distinct forms. There is a stable pat
tern in how a mosque is used and there is a 
universality in the key stages, sequences and 
body positions of the daily prayers, but the 
mosque has taken many formal 
expressions. 11 No doubt we could propose 
some primordial characteristics of the mos
que and list a set of universal elements like 
the threshold, boundary, orientation, qibla 
wall and mihrab, but the fact remains that 
there is a wide architectonic and formal 
variation among this most common ofthe 
Islamic buildings. The Great Demak Mos
que of Indonesia and the Green Mosque of 
Bursa, Turkey, were built in roughly the 
same period, but have totally different 
forms. The sixteenth-century Ottoman en
semble of the courtyard, mosque and grave
yard, is quite different from the 
mosque-mausoleum relationship in Moghul 
India or Safavid Iran. 12 A formal-taxonomic 
study of any major building type across 
Muslim history will be enough to substan
tiate our thesis that, while there might be a 
trans-cultural syntactic unity, there is no 
hard and fast formal vocabulary. The formal 
essence, instead, is embodied in formalism 
of the shari'a, exegesis of the Qur'an, and a 
pursuit of meaning and elaborateness befit
ting the purpose of the building. In the cul
tures where esoteric versions of Islam were 
predominant, one might notice the express
ion of Islamic cosmology, paradisiacal im
ages, numerology and special power of the 
sacred names and verses. 13 Like in all great 
traditions of world architecture, a conflu
ence of climate, context, site, technology, 
materials, crafts, and dictates of function 
had fundamental effects on the genesis of 
form. 
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Model of Prayer Hall, Assembly Complex, Dhaka, Bangladesh by Louis Kahn Wire models made at the 
workshops are in some cases systematically dismantled and photographed to isolate the form-generating 
ideas 
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From formal manifestations of religious 
ritual and the images and analogies used by 
the Qur'an, Muslims throughout history 
have drawn energy to reshape their indige
nous forms and symbols to express their own 
spiritual aesthetic, their worldly vitality and 
their other-worldly anticipation of paradise. 
There is no reason why the same energy 
cannot be resuscitated to launch once again 
the formations and transformations that are 
compatible with our evolving understanding 
of the Qur'an, Islam, and our purpose in this 
life. To me it is abundantly clear that in the 

absence of such a dynamism we are condem
ned either to mindless mimickry of our 
ancestors or a shallow pursuit of modernity 
leading to abominable transmutations. 

Enough has been said about the con
temporary Muslim, temptations of tech
nology and aimless progress that he con
fronts, and his longing for identity and pur
pose. I hope that my views on visions, how
ever utopian, of a possible Islamic culture, a 
value-based technology, and a meaningfully 
eloquent form, are by now clear. Turning to 
the prescriptive realm of education, and 

speaking primarily to those who share my 
vocation, I hope to be allowed the luxury of 
a polemic designed to provoke a meaningful 
discussion. 

1) Education towards the practice of an 
architecture worthy of being called Islamic 
cannot afford to ignore Islam in its com
prehensive character and totality. Knowing 
the Islamic world view from within, and 
being a believing Muslim can be quite diffe
rent from a mere intellectual understanding 
of Islam. An atheist, a polytheist, even an 
agnostic, however great his knowledge of 
Islam, cannot inspire the Muslim to become 
an Islamic architect. Scholarship by such 
outsiders will at best clone itself and keep 
producing an analytically impressive litera
ture. Its special educational value may, how
ever, lie in provocation of the believing and 
searching Muslim mind to seek out its deep
er self and discover its real meaning, and this 
the Muslim of today needs very badly. Only 
an escape from the self-referential environ
ment opens our eyes to the true nature of 
our own beliefs and only then can we, with 
full consciousness, confirm or reject Islam. 
The Muslim student needs to experience this 
occidental exile, this confrontation with 
secularism and doubt in the invigorating and 
free atmosphere of a university. Only then 
will he rediscover a vital and creative Islam. 
It is an arduous and risky journey, but the 
rewards make it worth undertaking. 

From history comes an echo in the words of 
luwaini of Nishapur, who, while laying out 
the requisites of knowledge, said: 

A quick mind, zeal, poverty and a foreign 
land, 
A professor's inspiration and of life a long 
span14 

2) A teacher teaches because he is know
ledgeable, skillful, wise and in love with his 
vocation. While he may transmit informa
tion and explain away complex phenomena, 
his most lasting contribution is through his 
personal philosophy and his examples of 
work. Learning is an absorptive process, and 
the teacher cannot avoid the moral burden 
of his station, from which his beliefs are 
transmitted to his students. If he is exces
sively idealistic, he will breed utopians or 



cynics. If he is excessively pragmatic, he will 
create protagonists of the status quo. If his 
biasses are hardened, he will spark blind 
adherence or provoke equally blind rejec
tion. If he is not actively learning, he cannot 
actively teach. And if he is not sincere about 
his own ideas, he cannot be convincing in 
their presentation. In an Islamic framework, 
teaching is beyond instruction and a teacher 
is a significant part of the education im
parted. Teachers are the architects of tomor
row's history and in them lies the hope for 
significant qualitative shift in the architec
ture of the Muslim world. 

3) I believe that criticism and journalism 
are extremely powerful tools for elucidation 
of design theories, of value clarification and, 
if one so desires, outright indoctrination. 
The most convenient way to banish any sub
ject area or design theory is to take a collec
tive vow of silence about it. Conversely, any 
myth can be raised to the level of inalienable 
truth and profound wisdom by repeated use 
of it as the reference for critique of the stu
dents' work and as a premise for developing 
written arguments. So, beware of your sta
tion of subtle authority as a critic, a writer 
and a publisher. Admit technology as a crit
ical issue of culture and a significant deter
minant of the form of architecture beyond a 
mere feasibility check. Raise economics of 
architecture as a question of social justice 
and as an ethic of creative frugality and ele
gance. And ask every design to speak of its 
symbols and to reveal its structure of mean
ing. Question romantic pursuit of tradition 
as well as superficial modernity, and, of 
course, speak of function, climate and com
fort with as much care as you reserve for the 
poetics of space and pursuit of paradise. 

4) Believing, knowing, being and becoming 
are inseparable in the Islamic personality. 
Theory is interwoven with practice and be
lief with action. In education, content and 
method are inseparable. The best pedagogy 
is rooted in the arena of life. An education 
that does not enhance the art of living is only 
training for routine tasks or fruitless 
sophistry. 

Let me now particularise my thoughts 
around a question: how would one initiate 
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change in the teaching of technology within 
our broader objectives of realising a genuine 
architecture? I would start with bringing 
together a few thinkers, perhaps seven, each 
having bridged at least two separately recog
nised fields in their lives. Consider a desig
ner-philosopher, a philosopher-theologian, 
a theologian-historian, a historian-scientist, 
a scientist-engineer, an engineer-politician, 
a politician-builder, and a builder-designer. 
It would be ideal if some of them have also 
bridged two cultures. I would challenge 
them with the following three questions and 
request from them a jointly written docu
ment: 

1) What limits would Islam place on man's 
technological interventions in his environ
ment? 

2) Where do we locate technology within 
the secular circumference of contemporary 
reality and the religious centre of Islamic 
ideals? 

3) How must technology be kept as an inte
grated fact of architecture and yet taught as 
a subject area worthy of being included in a 
university-level curriculum? 

My own views on the first and second ques
tions are implicit in what I have said earlier. 
On the third question I suggest that, for 
pedagocical objectives, technology be split 
into three realms. First is the realm of pure 
concepts that would be considered universal 
and para-architectural. This covers theories 
rooted in physics, thermodynamics, mathe
matics and geometry. These I would teach in 
the classical style of lectures, demonstra
tions, and a generous measure oftactile 
laboratory experience. 

The second realm is where technology and 
design could combine in a mutual quest. 
This is where technology should rise from 
the status of a subservient form-actualizer to 
that of an important form-determinant and, 
ultimately, as an inseparable aspect of archi
tecture. My experience has convinced me of 
the value of two simultaneous approaches: 
first, a set of morphology workshops 15 

where relationships of energy, geometry, 
structure and architectural form are studied; 
second, studio lectures, along with the inclu-
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sion of technology as a critical issue in prob
lem statements and an essential dimension 
in studio critiques. 

The third realm is where technology offers 
the ultimate service to architecture in con
struction. This is where cultural intentions 
and technological imperatives, tools, tech
niques and crafts, seek harmony and equi
librium and become architecture. To me this 
is the real laboratory, the ultimate studio. 
This I would make an essential part of the 
curriculum, with no compromises. The stu
dio would be extended to the city and the 
city brought into the classroom. 16 The focus 
on direct experience of construction and 
craft would lead to appreciation of the in
separability of idea and building, and a 
revitalisation of values in architectural de
sign. 

Parallel to these three realms, I would re
quire a colloquium, a pro-seminar on tech
nology, culture and architecture. Here his
tory would become an important source of 
lessons and much-needed confidence. De
sign theories would not be debated in the 
abstract but in the course of the study of real 
work, past or contemporary. Non-Islamic 
history, theory and design would be used as 
a reference for comparative analysis and 
healthy debate so that the universals of 
Islamic architecture can be identified as dis
tinct from the regional specifics. 

Finally, if I were allowed only one wish and 
one single chance to initiate change in archi
tectural thought, I would initiate an "Islamic 
Weissenhoff".17 Of course, it would be 
different from its 1927 inspiration because 
the Islamic view of society, community, 
work and dwelling should be distinctly diffe
rent from that of early twentieth-century 
Europe, the Werkbund and Modern Move
ment. But the merit is in the process of a 
symposium where the work is eloquent and 
the architect silent. I see no better way to 
test architectural ideas in a controlled man
ner, no better way to bring academics and 
professionals together, no better subject for 
theoretical analysis, no better technological 
workshop. Ultimately, an excellent way to 
teach is through discussions and publi
cations. I sincerely believe that this is an 
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idea for which the time has come. 

As the poet Saadi of Shiraz said, the reality 
of musk lies in its scent and not in the per
fumer's advice, which, unfortunately, I must 
confess, is all that I can offer at this stage 
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